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Remote Sensing: The Image Chain ApproachOxford University Press, 2007
Remote Sensing deals with the fundamental ideas underlying the rapidly growing field of remote sensing. John Schott explores energy-matter interaction, radiation propagation, data dissemination, and described the tools and procedures required to extract information from remotely sensed data using the image chain approach. Organizations and...
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Reuse Methodology Manual for System-on-a-Chip DesignsSpringer, 2002
Reuse Methodology Manual for System-on-a-Chip Designs, Third Edition outlines a set of best practices for creating reusable designs for use in an SoC design methodology. These practices are based on the authors' experience in developing reusable designs, as well as the experience of design teams in many companies around the world....
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Executing Data Quality Projects: Ten Steps to Quality Data and Trusted Information (TM)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
No two data quality projects are the same. Some are large efforts focused entirely on improving some quality aspect of information. Others are subprojects within other efforts, such as a data migration. Still others are led by a few individuals trying to make a difference as they perform their everyday activities. What I like about McGilvray's Ten...
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Introductory Quantum OpticsCambridge University Press, 2004
Quantum optics is one of the liveliest fields in physics at present. While it has been a dominant research field for at least two decades, with much graduate activity, in the past few years it has started to impact the undergraduate curriculum. This book developed from courses we have taught to final year undergraduates and beginning graduate...
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Serious Performance Consulting According to RummlerISPI, 2004
Praise for Serious Performance Consulting According to Rummler    

    

    "Before there was 'lean,' before there was TQM, before there was knowledge management, and before there were any one-minute cures, there was Geary Rummler preaching and practicing performance technology. With Serious...
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Neighbor Law: Fences, Trees, Boundaries and NoiseNolo, 2001
The world is full of barking dogs and trespassing trees, spite  fences and 2 a.m. rock fests, but your neighbor's lack of  consideration needn't be your lifelong headache. The Nolo Press guide  to Neighbor Law, eruditely and accessibly written by attorney  Cora Jordan, explains all the laws relevant to noise, obstructed  views, and...
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Elementary Functions: Algorithms and ImplementationBirkhauser, 2005
"An important topic, which is on the boundary between numerical analysis and computer science…. I found the book well written and containing much interesting material, most of the time disseminated in specialized papers published in specialized journals difficult to find. Moreover, there are very few books on these topics and they are...
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Building Social Web Applications: Establishing Community at the Heart of Your SiteO'Reilly, 2009
Building a web application that attracts and retains regular visitors is tricky enough, but creating a social application that encourages visitors to interact with one another requires careful planning. This book provides practical solutions to the tough questions you'll face when building an effective community site -- one that makes visitors feel...
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SEO WarriorO'Reilly, 2009
I was compelled to write SEO Warrior for many reasons. Every day, thousands of sites are born in the hopes of making it big. Most of them will fail before achieving their goals. Many site owners create their sites blindly, without conducting proper research. Many site owners do not even know what search engine optimization (SEO) is and what its...
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Introduction to Information Theory and Data Compression, Second EditionCRC Press, 2003
An effective blend of carefully explained theory and practical  applications, this text imparts the fundamentals of both information  theory and data compression. Although the two topics are related, this  unique text allows either topic to be presented independently, and it  was specifically designed so that the data compression section  requires...
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Earth's Oldest Rocks, Volume 15 (Developments in Precambrian Geology)Elsevier Limited, 2007
Earth's Oldest Rocks provides a comprehensive overview of all aspects of early Earth, from planetary accretion through to development of protocratons with depleted lithospheric keels by c. 3.2 Ga, in a series of papers written by over 50 of the world's leading experts. The book is divided into two chapters on early Earth history, ten...
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Prime Numbers: The Most Mysterious Figures in MathJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A fascinating journey into the mind-bending world of prime numbers



Cicadas of the genus Magicicada appear once every 7, 13, or 17 years. Is it just a coincidence that these are all prime numbers? How do twin primes differ from cousin primes, and what on earth (or in the mind of a mathematician) could be sexy about prime numbers?...
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